For a Hankel matrix H = (Cj+k) which is a contraction, necessary and sufficient conditions are obtained for the existence of a nontrivial unitary part, and an explicit description of this unitary part is given.
1.
Introduction. In what follows, I2 will denote the usual class of squaresummable complex sequences, L2 will denote the class of Lebesgue measurable functions on the unit circle in the complex plane, and 772 will denote the Hardy (closed) subspace of L2 consisting of those functions in L2 whose Fourier coefficients vanish on the negative integers. Functions which differ only on zero sets will be considered equal.
With a sequence (c0, c,, . . . ) in I2 we associate the Hankel matrix 77 = (cJ+k), where /, k = 0,1,2, ... , acting on I2. If we define <i>(ei9) = c0 + cxe'9 + c2e2W + . . . , then such a matrix may be realized as an operator on H2, defined by
where P+ : L2 -► H2 is the orthogonal projection.
A result of Nehari [4] states that a Hankel matrix 77 is bounded if and only if there exists a function/ E Lx such that c" = J-[2'f(e»)e-'"d0, and, in this case,/ can be chosen so that WfW^ = \\H\\. Such a function/ is called a minifunction of 77.
We shall consider Hankel matrices which are contractions (\\Hx\\ < ||x||) on the Hardy space 772. If a Hankel matrix is a contraction, then, by the theorem of Nehari, we can find a minifunction / £ L°° such that \\f\\x = ||77|| < 1 and Hx(e") = P+ f{ei9)x{e~i9) for x E H2.
2. The unitary part of a Hankel contraction. Following Sz.-Nagy and Foias, [5] , we say that a contraction T on a Hubert space K is completely nonunitary if T has no nontrivial reducing subspace N such that the restriction T\N of T to N is unitary. It is known [5, Theorem 1.3.2] that for any contraction T on K we can find a unique orthogonal decomposition K = M © Mx such that T\M is unitary and T\MX is completely nonunitary. It is not excluded that M or M, is possibly the subspace {0}. Furthermore, M is given by M = {x E K: \\T"x\\ = 11*11 = ||T*"a:||, n = 1, 2 . . . } and is called the unitary subspace of T. T\M is called the unitary part of T.
If ¡¡/(e'9) E L°°, then the corresponding bounded Toeplitz operator T¿: H2 -+ H2 is defined by T¿ x(ei9)\-+ P+^(ei9)x(ei9) for x E H2. In [1] Goor proved that if 7^ is a Toeplitz contraction (|| 7^,|| < 1, i.e., |>Ke'*)| < 1 a.e.), then 7^ is completely nonunitary unless \p is a constant. This result may be used to obtain necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a nontrivial unitary part of a Hankel contraction. These conditions, together with a characterization of the unitary part, when it exists, are obtained as a corollary to the following. .1) \f(e")\ = 1 a.e. (so that \\H\\= 1), and
a.e. for some constant k2, \k\ = 1.
In such a case, the minifunction f(e'9) is unique, and M is given by the three equivalent expressions: Proof. Suppose that a Hankel contraction H has a nontrivial unitary subspace. Then there exists some x ¥= 0 in H2 such that for H and its adjoint H* = H we have \\Hnx\\ = ||x|| = ||#";c|| far it -1, 2,_Taking n = 1 gives that ||*|-||ifc||-||/»+ f(ei9)x(e-i9)\\ <|/(e'Xe-")|| <||*(«r*)||.
This implies that P+ f(ei9)x(e~i9) = /(e'*)jc(e-'9), so that Hx = f(ei9)x(e~i$) E H2. It also immediately follows that the minifunction f(ei9) must therefore be unique, cf. [2, p. 863]. Furthermore, we may apply a well-known corollary of the F. and M. Riesz theorem [3, p. 52] to the equality |/(e»)*(e-*)H*(e-*>|| to conclude that |/(e'9)| = 1 almost everywhere on the unit circle. This establishes (2.1).
Taking now n = 2, we get ||x|| = ||tf2x|| = \\Hf(ei9)x(e-i9)\\ = \\P+ f(ei9)f(e-i9)x(ei9)\\ < \\f(ei9)f(e-i9)x(ei9)\\ < ||x(e'*)||, so that H2x=f(ei9)f(e-i9)x(ei9)= T^x, where \p(ei9) = f(ei9)f(e~i9). Continuing, we obtain (2.6) H2n+lx(ei9) =f"+l(e,9)f(e-i9)x(e-i9), «-0,1,...,
But (2.7) together with its analogue for 77 2" (obtained by replacing f(e'9) by f(e'9)) implies that the Toeplitz operator 7^ has a non trivial unitary part. Therefore, by Goor's result, f(ei9)f(e'i9) =_k2 for some constant k, \k\ = 1.
Hence, kf(ei9) = kf(e~i9), so that, by (1.1), kcn is real for all n.
Formulas (2.6) and (2.7) now reduce to 772n + 1x(e'*) = k2nHx(ei9), n « 0, 1, 2,...,
H2"x(ei9) = k2nx(ei9), n -1, 2,..., valid for all x in the unitary subspace of H. Similar expressions are easily obtained for 772n+ lx(e*) and H2nx{ei9). The maximal subspace on which H is unitary now becomes M = [x E H2: \\Hx\\ = \\x\\] = [x E H2: H*Hx = x}, giving (2.4). Furthermore, we then have x E M ^ f{ei9)x{e~i9) E H2 <^> f(e-i9)x(ei9)±ei9H2 <& x{ei9)Lei9f\e-i9)H2^x E [ei9f(ei9)H2]L n 77\ since /(c-*) = k2f(ei9). This establishes (2.3). Finally, since the matrix kH is real, hence selfadjoint, with ||&77|| = 1, we get (2.5). This completes the proof.
As a result of the above theorem, we then obtain a characterization of those Hankel matrices having nontrivial unitary subspaces. where u(e'9) = '£k°=0ake'k9, is a contractive homomorphism of the algebra H™ intoB(H2). Proof. Without loss of generality, we can suppose that \\H\\ = 1. (In such a case, the associated eigenspace M = {y E H2: Hy = y} is well-known to be a reducing subspace for the operator H [5, Proposition 1.3.1].) If y ¥= 0 satisfies Hy = v, then, by the proof of Theorem 2.1, H = äH and H^ = ay for some \a\ = 1. But since H^y = y, we get a = 1, and hence H = äH = H, which shows that H must be real.
